In this paper constant modulus algorithm (CMA) and least mean square (LMS), kind of blind and nonblind algorithms used for adaptive beamforming are presented. These algorithms are embedded in smart antenna which calculates optimum weight vector that minimizes the total received power except the power coming from desired direction. The efficiency of CMA and LMS algorithms is compared on the basis of gain versus angle and mean square error (MSE) for mobile communication. Simulation results reveal that both algorithms have high resolution for beam formation. However CMA has good performance to minimize MSE as compared to LMS. Therefore, CMA is found more efficient algorithm to implement in the mobile communication environment to enhance service quality and capacity.
INTRODUCTION
Since Radio Frequency (RF) spectrum is limited [1] and its efficient use is only possible by employing smart/adaptive antenna array system to exploit mobile systems capabilities for data and voice communication. The name smart refers to the signal processing capability that forms vital part of the adaptive antenna system which controls the antenna pattern by updating a set of antenna weights. Smart antenna, supported by signal processing capability, points narrow beam towards desired users but at the same time introduces null towards interferers, thus optimizing the service quality and capacity. Consider a smart antenna system with Ne elements equally spaced () d and user's signal arrives from desired angle 0 as shown in Fig 1 [2] . Adaptive beamforming scheme that is CMA and LMS [2] [3] [4] [5] is used to control weights adaptively to optimize signal to noise ratio (SNR) of the desired signal in look direction 0 . CMA is a kind of blind algorithm which doesn't require training signals for its guidance therefore a lot of energy is conserved whereas LMS is a nonblind algorithm requires training signals, known in advance by the receiver, to train the adaptive weights for convergence. 
where is the inter element phase shift and is described as:
and 0 is the desired direction of the beam.
In reality, antennas are not smart; it is the digital signal processing, along with the antenna, which makes the system smart. When smart antenna is deployed in mobile communication using time division multiple access (TDMA) system [6] , assigning different time slot to different users, it radiates beam towards desired users only. Each beam becomes a channel, thus avoiding interference in a cell. Because of these, each channel reduces cochannel interference, due to the processing gain of the system. The processing gain (PG) of the TDMA system is described as: 
CONSTANT MODULUS ALGORITHM

Theory
CMA is a blind algorithm, based on the idea, to reduce systems overhead and maintain gain on the signal while minimizing the total output energy. As a result number of bits for transmitting information is increased that leads to enhance capacity. This algorithm seeks for a signal with a constant magnitude i.e. modulus within the received data vector and is only applicable for modulation scheme which uses symbol of equal power includes phase and frequency modulated signals. The received data vector consists of desired signal plus interference and noise. Therefore, it can identify only one signal usually; this is the signal with greatest power [3] 
Simulation Results
Computer simulation is carried out, to illustrate that how various parameters such as number of elements () Ne 
where A is the constant magnitude i.e. modulus and 0 is the phase angle, of all incoming signals includes desired plus interference and noise respectively.
Effect of Number of Elements on Array Factor
Uniform linear array is taken with different number of elements for simulation purpose. The spacing between array elements is taken as /2. The gain versus angle is shown in Fig. 2 to 4 for 4 Ne and10 respectively. It is observed that pencil beam is obtained when number of element is increased from 4 to 10. 
Effect of Spacing Between Elements on Array Factor
The effect of array spacing for /2, /4 and /8 is shown in Fig. 6 for   10 
Ne
. Since the spacing between the elements is critical, due to sidelobes problems, which causes spurious echoes and diffraction secondaries, which are repetitions of the main beam within the range of real angles. 
Effect of Step Size ( ) on Array Factor
If a large value of is taken then convergence becomes faster but makes the array system unstable/noisy. Conversely if a small value is taken then convergence becomes slow that is also undesirable. Therefore, value of is taken in between that satisfy the conditions imposed in (11) for good convergence as shown in Fig 
Effect of Number of Elements on MSE
The effect of number of elements on MSE for constant space /2 d between elements is shown in Fig. 9 
Theory
As said earlier that CMA is a blind algorithm whereas LMS is nonblind algorithm which requires a training sequence of known symbols () 
Simulation Results
Effect of Number of Elements on Array Factor
Effect of Spacing Between Elements on Array Factor
When number of elements is kept constant for different array spacing /2, /4 and /8. Then its effect is shown in 
Effect of Step Size ( ) on Array Factor
If a large value of is taken then convergence becomes faster but makes the array system unstable/noisy. Conversely if a small value is taken then convergence becomes slow that is also not desirable. Therefore, value of is taken in between that satisfy the conditions imposed in (16) 
Effect of Number of Elements on MSE
The effect of number of elements on MSE for constant space /2 d between elements is shown in Fig. 18 
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, two adaptive beamforming algorithms are discussed. One is blind algorithm i.e. CMA and other is nonblind algorithm called LMS which needs pilot signal to train the beamformer weights. These algorithms are used in smart/adaptive antenna array system in coded form to generate beam in the look direction and null towards interferers, thus enhancing mobile communication performance both in quality and capacity. It is confirmed from the simulation results that narrow beam of smart antenna can be steered towards the desired direction by steering beam angle 0 , keeping different number of elements and spacing between elements for both algorithms using adaptive weights () wn . Both these algorithms have good response towards desired direction and have better capability to place null towards interferer. However, it is ascertained from the simulation results that the performance of CMA is better to minimize MSE for different number of elements using performance cost function of the algorithm that minimized the average power in the error signal as compared to LMS algorithm which shows some deficiency to minimize MSE taking same number of iteration and elements. Therefore, CMA is found the most efficient algorithm as compared to LMS. CMA a blind algorithm is, therefore, a better option to implement at base station of mobile communication systems to reduce system overhead, avoid interference and optimize capacity as it doesn't require pilot signal which represents wasted resources in terms of time and energy.
